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Old Town Hall & Astronomical

Clock 

"Clock of Twelve Apostles"

Amidst the pulsing Old Town Square of the city, the Old Town Hall is the

vortex of tourist activity. The several chambers inside the Gothic Old Town

Hall serve as venues for exhibitions and events. While the tower of the hall

offers terrific views of the historic neighborhood, the underground section

is the keeper of Prague's best-kept secrets. The real attraction, however,

is the Astronomical Clock on the facade of the hall. Built in the 15th

Century and known as Orloj, the clock is a complex set of dials with

astronomical details and also positioning of the Sun and Moon. A legend

goes that the clockmaker of this unique structure was blinded after its

completion and also that the city will face great peril if the clock is

neglected and becomes dysfunctional. The figures of twelve apostles

were added in 1940 and are designed to move in a particular motion at

every hour, just above the clock face. An intriguing and rare monument,

the clock is a popular tourist attraction in Old Town.

 +420 236 002 629  www.prague.eu/cs/objekt/

mista/188/staromestska-

radnice-s-orlojem

 staromestskaradnice@prag

ue.eu

 Staroměstské náměstí 1/3,

Prague

 by JoAnn Miller   

Maisel Synagogue 

"A Glimpse into Jewish History"

The restored Maisel Synagogue is a 16th-century temple, part of the multi-

site Jewish Museum - and it's also Prague's most popular museum. The

exhibits were collected during World War II as the occupying Nazis

pillaged each and every Czech Jewish community and stockpiled the

booty in Prague, where a small Jewish Museum had existed since 1906.

The synagogue now houses the first part of an exhibition called "History

of the Jews in Bohemia and Moravia" covering the period from the 10th

Century to the 18th Century. Displays include silver Torah shields,

pointers, fine tapestry, Torah curtains, documents, books and items from

the ordinary everyday life of the city's Jews. Many of the finest objects

date back to the relatively prosperous 16th Century, when several of the

richest synagogues in the Jewish quarter were built. For a more

contemporary view of Jewish history, be sure to visit the Spanish

Synagogue.

 +420 2 2171 1511  www.jewishmuseum.cz/en/explore/

sites/maisel-synagogue/

 Maiselova 10, Prague

 by Emmanuel DYAN   

Spanish Synagogue 

"Moorish Magnificence"

This is the site where the Jewish Museum's historical displays continue

the story up to the modern day. The exhibits mostly contain books,

photographs and documents covering the 18th-century beginnings of

Jewish emancipation and enlightenment, the period of assimilation in the

19th Century, the catastrophe brought about by Hitler and his willing

executioners, and post-war efforts to revitalize the community. The

synagogue itself dates back to 1868. It is a dazzling, Moorish-style

structure and its two-level, domed hall can be said to be one of the city's
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most stunning interior spaces.

 +420 222 74 9211  www.jewishmuseum.cz/en/aspanish

.htm

 Dušní 141/12, Prague

Jewish Museum in Prague 

"Old Quarter Institution"

The Jewish Museum in Prague allows Central European Jews to celebrate

their heritage, and serves as an important institution in Prague's history

for any visitor to the city. The museum has survived Nazi occupation and

the Communist regime since its establishment in 1906. The museum has

been sustained by its commitment to Jewish heritage and community. It

houses an extraordinary collection of Judaic art and artifacts from Central

Europe, and operates public exhibitions in historical sites around the city

of Prague, such as the Old Jewish Cemetery, the Maisel Synagogue, the

Pinkas Synagogue (The), the Klausen Synagogue, the Jewish Ceremonial

Hall, and the Spanish Synagogue.

 +420 2 2274 9211  www.jewishmuseum.cz/aindex.php  U Staré školy 141/1, Prague

 by Christian Horcel   

Old Jewish Cemetery, Prague 

"History Written in Stone"

In the center of Prague's old Jewish Quarter lies a cemetery dating to the

first half of the 15th Century. The cemetery contains about 12,000

tombstones, including those of poet Avigdor Karo, astronomer David

Gans, and Rabbi Loew, who is important in Jewish mythology because of

his association with the legend of Golem. A pleasant day-trip, the

cemetery also serves as a poignant reminder of the historical importance

of Jews in Prague. The cemetery is operated by the Jewish Museum in

Prague.

 +420 2 2274 9211  www.jewishmuseum.cz/en/explore/

sites/old-jewish-cemetery/

 Široká 3, Prague

Havel's Street Market 

"Vibrant Street Market"

In the heart of the Old Town, around 100 meters from Old Town Square,

stands the Havel's Street Market. Here, traders sell art, fruit, vegetables,

jewelry, toys and anything else small enough to pack on to their open-air

wooden stands. On either side of the street are shops that sell virtually

everything else, including a herbal store that sells herbs and teas. If you

wish to buy souvenirs for your loved ones back home, you will be

presented with a plethora of options at the Havel's Street Market.

 +420 2 217 1444  Havelská 13, Prague

 by Daniel Baránek   

Clementinum - Mirror Chapel

(Zrcadlová kaple Klementina) 

"A Baroque Symphony"

The Mirror Chapel, dating back to around 1724, was possibly designed by

Frantisek Maximillian Kanka. The Baroque opulence is outstanding with

mirrors placed on the ceiling. The purple and red ombre decor in marble

and stucco finish is embellished with rich gold carvings. Gilded figurines

of harp and trumpet playing cherubs sail over one of the two 18th-century

organs. An exhibition and a chamber concert hall, the experience of
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listening to classical masterpieces is unparalleled because of the

impeccable acoustics. An architectural marvel, the Mirror Chapel is one of

the most breathtaking venues in the city.

 +420 2 2166 3277  www.klementinum.com/?li

nkID=lnk10&lang=1

 libuse.piherova@nkp.cz  Mariánské náměstí 4,

Clementinum, Prague

 by Art Master Gallery 

Art Master Gallery 

"Fancy a Ramishvili Masterpiece"

Located in the heart of Prague, this art gallery has a huge collection by

leading artists from Russia, Georgia, Armenia, and Ukraine, and

specializes in East European Art. Expect tons of watercolor, encaustic,

charcoal and oil paintings as well as other works from names such as

Mikora, Kavshbaya and Gepp. The gallery also hosts exhibitions, events

and auctions from time to time, which include the works of upcoming

artists.

 +420 2 2222 2167  www.inmodern.com/  artmaster@inmodern.com  Liliová 6, Prague

 by Jim Milles   

Museum of Communism, Czech

Republic 

"History of The Golden City"

At the Museum of Communism, visitors will be completely immersed into

the history of the Soviet Union's notorious system. Videos, a historical

schoolroom, an interrogation room, real artifacts and life-like factories will

teach you about the daily life, politics, economics, education and

censorship policies of the Soviets. The Museum of Communism is the first

museum in Prague to focus on a totalitarian regime since the Velvet

Revolution.

 +420 2 2421 2966  www.muzeumkomunismu.

cz

 muzeum@muzeumkomuni

smu.cz

 Na Příkopě 10, Palais

Savarin, Prague

Muchovo Muzeum Praha (Mucha

Museum) 

"Dedicated to Art Nouveau Pioneer"

A legend in his own lifetime, Alphonse Mucha precipitated his rise to

world fame in 1894 with his poster of actress Sarah Bernhardt in

Gismonda, which introduced the art nouveau style. Mucha was born in

1860 in Moravia, now part of the Czech Republic. His family opened this

museum, Muchovo Muzeum Praha (Mucha Museum), in 1998. It contains

the artist's famously ornate posters, cookie and champagne labels, bicycle

ads and much more. Each item shows off his use and mastery of intricate

detail and pastel colors. There are also other images, painted depictions

of age, poverty and war, the the artist's sketchbooks showing how he

worked out his decorative patterns, and photographs both by and of

Mucha. Prague is full of Mucha souvenirs, and the gift shop here is a good

place to find some of the more tasteful ones. Call ahead for more

information.

 +420 2 2101 7111  www.mucha.cz/en/  HLastovickova@copa.cz  Panská 7, Kaunický Palác,

Prague

 by Mister No   

Franz Kafka Museum 

"Explore Prague Through Kafka"

Centre de Cultura Contemporania in Barcelona (CCCB) brought this

creative exhibit to life. Having penned The Trial, Metamorphosis, and The

Castle, Franz Kafka (1883-1924) is the apostle of the literature of paranoia.

While Kafka never specifies exact settings within his stories, Prague's

presence is powerful within many. The city has also made a lasting

impression on the author himself. These ideas are highlighted in the

museum's two sections, "Existential Space" and "Imaginary Topography."
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Featuring first editions of Kafka's works, letters, drawings, manuscripts,

and audio-visual pieces, this museum allows you to explore Prague

through Kafka.

 +420 257 535 373  www.kafkamuseum.cz/  info@kafkamuseum.cz  Cihelná 2b, Prague

 by Suicasmo   

National Museum 

"Grandiose Museum"

One of the city's most familiar sights, this massive Neo-Renaissance

construction overlooks the town from the top end of Wenceslas Square.

The museum was founded in the year 1818 by Count Kašpar Maria

Šternberg while renowned historian František Palacký also played a

significant role in establishing one of the largest Czech institutions. Just

like the impressive facade, the interior of the main building is fairly

dramatic. The main hall has a grand staircase and ornate pillars, ceilings

with a spectacular dome. The exhibits here are old-fashioned, focusing on

fossils, minerals and archaeological finds. The new museum building is

also located on the same premises and nearly seven million relics were

shifted from the main building here. Both buildings are connected through

an underground tunnel. The permanent and temporary exhibits are worthy

of admiration and the museum makes for a great visit.

 +420 257 322 216  www.nm.cz  nm@nm.cz  Václavské náměstí 68,

Prague

 by Alistair Young   

St. Nicholas Church 

"Enjoy the Splendor of Baroque"

The construction of St. Nicholas Church was finished in 1756 and it is truly

one of the most magnificent baroque buildings in Prague. It features a

dominant cupola and bell tower, as well as one of the largest paintings in

Europe in the nave, which depicts St. Nicholas in various guises. On one of

his visits to Prague, W. A. Mozart played the organ at the church and there

are now frequent lunchtime and eventide recitals of his music.

 +420 2 5753 4215  www.stnicholas.cz/  info@stnicholas.cz  Malostranské náměstí,

Prague

 by Jim Milles   

The Golden Lane 

"Castle's Famous Cobblestone Lane"

This is an alley of miniature 16th-century cottages in a variety of colors

built originally for the Palace Guard. However, by the 19th Century the

lane had become home to artists and craftsmen, and then in the early part

of the 20th Century, several well-known personalities came to live here.

No. 22 is where Franz Kafka's sister lived and for a time in 1917, Kafka

himself used the premises to write some of his stories. In 1951, the

Communists threw out the residents and turned the lane into a souvenir

street for tourists. Running along the roofs above the shops is a gallery

containing an exhibition of armor and period costumes (entry from no 24).

Chalk this one up as a must see when visiting Prague.

 www.hrad.cz/en/prague-castle-for-visitors  Jiřská, Pražský hrad, Prague

 by Pixaline   

Prague Castle 

"The Heart of the City"

The walls of the Prague Castle encompass a whopping 70,000 square

meters (750,000 square feet) within their embrace, making this the

largest ancient castle in the world. Shaped over 13 centuries, the origins of

the castle go back to 870 CE when the Church of the Virgin Mary was

built. Former residence of the kings of Bohemia, Roman Emperors and the

Presidents of Czechoslovakia, the regal abode is rife with historic

treasures, man-made marvels and artistic triumphs. A mélange of

architectural styles that spans the ages, the castle is an inspiring sight to
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behold; a monumental, visual chronicle of the march of time and the

prevalent trends of each era. Of special interest is the St. Vitus Cathedral

boasting vibrant stained glass windows and the tomb of St. John of

Nepomuk.

 +420 224 371 111  www.hrad.cz/en/prague-

castle-for-visitors

 info@hrad.cz  Hradčanské námesti, Prague

 by johnomason   

St Vitus Cathedral 

"Dominating the Landscape of Prague"

Rising up from the center of the castle grounds, the Gothic cathedral

dominates the Prague skyline and is one of the defining images of the city

and its tourist center. The cathedral houses a number of valuable

monuments, including the Royal Crypt wherein lies the remains of Czech

Royalty, the St Wenceslas Chapel, and the Coronation Chamber where the

Crown Jewels are exhibited. The cathedral's foundation stone was laid in

1344 on the initiative of Charles IV (1316-1378) on the site of an earlier

10th Century rotunda dedicated to St Vitus. It was not until 1929 that the

cathedral was actually completed. While entrance to the cathedral is free,

there is an admission fee for the crypt and other attractions.

 +420 224 373 368  www.katedralasvatehovita

.cz/cs

 redakce@katedralasvateho

vita.cz

 III Nádvoří 48/2, Pražský

hrad, Prague

 by Nigel Swales   

Royal Gardens 

"Beautifully Manicured Gardens"

Established by Emperor Ferdinand in 1534, the Royal Gardens outside of

Prague Castle are gorgeous with manicured lawns and beautiful flower

arrangements. These gardens were organically created in a Renaissance-

style and the Royal Family would walk among the greenery and admire

rare plants. Today, the garden has an mostly an English-style appearance,

though it does still have some Renaissance elements as well as Baroque

characteristics.

 +420 224 37 3368  www.hrad.cz/en/prague-

castle-for-visitors

 info@hrad.cz  Mariánské hradby, Prague

 by LenDog64   

National Gallery in Prague 

"Slavic Twist on Modern Art"

At the National Gallery in Prague you can witness the moody landscapes

of Jan Preisler, the mind-blowing abstracts of Frantisek Kupka and the

meditative canvases of Vladimir Kokolia, to name but a few. There is also

a small collection of Western European paintings by Picasso, Braque,

Klimt and others. Two or three temporary exhibits of Czech or foreign

work are usually always on show and these are often among the best in

town. The National Gallery in Prague is not confined to a single building,

instead it's exhibits are spread out at various sites, though the main

modern art exhibits are housed at Veletržní Palác.

 +420 2 2430 1297  www.ngprague.cz  Dukelských hrdinů 47, Veletržní Palác,

Prague

 by Øyvind Holmstad   

Loreto 

"Best Known Attraction of Prague"

In close proximity to the Prague Castle, the Loreto Church is a

monumental sight with baroque architecture that reflects the grandeur of

the eras gone by. The church was established in 1737, constructed by

Christoph Dientzenhofer and his son Kilian Ignaz Dientzenhofer. The

imposing carillon with 30 bells invites pilgrims and tourists in droves, and

is the first thing that one might notice here. There are many chapels and

courtyards within the construction and noteworthy among them is the

Chapel of Our Lady of Sorrows which features the statue of Saint

Wilgefortis. This statue is a depiction of Christ dressed in robes as

opposed to a loin cloth. There is an exhibition of historical and religious
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artifacts in the room upstairs.

 +420 2 2051 6740  www.loreta.cz/domains/lo

reta.cz/index.php/cz/

 loreta@kapucini.cz  Loretánské Náměstí 7,

Prague

Galerie Miro 

"On Monastery Grounds"

This church, located on the grounds of Strahov Monastery, is one of the

city's most unusual. It is a tall, slender combination of Renaissance,

baroque and Gothic styles. It is used by a successful Slovak art dealer to

house one of his three Prague galleries. Regular sales exhibitions feature

accessible modern art of the corporate boardroom variety, as well as

masters such as Dali, Braque and Picasso. Don't forget to bring your

check book!

 +420 2 3335 4066  www.galeriemiro.cz/  miro@ini.cz  Strahovské nádvoří 1/132,

Prague
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